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Abstract

The growing amount of biological sequences available makes it possible to learn genotype-
phenotype relationships from data with increasingly high accuracy. By exploiting large sets of
sequences with known phenotypes, machine learning methods can be used to build functions
that predict the phenotype of new, unannotated sequences. In particular, deep neural networks
have recently obtained good performances on such prediction tasks, but are notoriously difficult
to analyze or interpret. Here, we introduce a hybrid approach between kernel methods and
convolutional neural networks for sequences, which retains the ability of neural networks to learn
good representations for a learning problem at hand, while defining a well characterized Hilbert
space to describe prediction functions. Our method outperforms state-of-the-art convolutional
neural networks on a transcription factor binding prediction task while being much faster to
train and yielding more stable and interpretable results.

Source code is freely available at https://gitlab.inria.fr/dchen/CKN-seq.
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1 Introduction

Understanding and predicting the relationship between biological sequences and their phenotypes
is an important problem in molecular biology, with potential applications in both basic and applied
science. Accordingly, machine learning techniques have been developed over the past decade and a
half to exploit the growing amount of phenotypic sequences in automatic annotation tools. Typical
applications include classifying protein domains into superfamilies [24, 32], predicting whether a
DNA or RNA sequence binds to a protein [1], its splicing outcome [15], or its chromatin accessi-
bility [16], predicting the resistance of a bacterial strain to a drug [11], or denoising a ChIP-seq
signal [18].

Underlying the problem of the genotype-phenotype relationship is the question of biological
sequence representation: whether one wants to understand why a replication origin is more active
than another one [31] or to predict the function of a protein [5], one necessarily relies on a particular
way to describe sequences, which should allow a good discrimination among biological functions
in the latter problem, and contain causal elements shedding light on the mechanism of replication
origins for the former one. Early methods for studying the genotype-phenotype relationship relied
on pre-determined fingerprints [3] or hidden Markov models [19]. A related line of work focused on
position weight matrices (PWMs) to characterize a set of sequences [42]. Most of the methods to
build PWMs are unsupervised: they identify recurrent patterns found in a group of samples, e.g.,
known binders of a transcription factor, and are easy to interpret. Yet, a few methods specifically
build motifs that discriminate between classes using supervision [4]. Recent methods based on
convolutional neural networks such as [1] offer heuristics to interpret their filters as PWMs.

Another line of work for genotype-phenotype modeling is based on kernel methods [34]. Bi-
ological sequences are typically embedded into a space of very large of infinite dimension and
represented as a rich set of descriptors, based for instance on the Fisher score [14], k-mer spectrum
up to some mismatches [24], or local alignments [32]. By using the so-called kernel trick, these
huge-dimensional descriptors never need to be explicitly computed as long as there is an efficient
way to compute the inner-products between pairs of such vectors. Traditional kernel methods are
however unable to take full advantage of the large amount of sequence data that recently became
available for two main reasons. First, they are poorly scalable, requiring the computation of an
n × n kernel matrix. Second and more important, most kernels use fixed representations of data,
as opposed to being optimized for a specific task. In other words, learning and data representation
are decoupled.

By contrast, convolutional neural networks are much more scalable and optimize the data
representation for a particular learning problem, which allow to build different data descriptors
for sequences with different phenotypes. When enough data is available and the problem is suited
to convolutional networks, these methods can lead to substantial improvements in learning tasks.
This has been the case for computer vision [22], natural language processing [10], audio signals [23],
and more recently biological sequences [46, 1, 2]. Deep networks however suffer from a few known
limitations. An important one is their lack of interpretability [9]. More generally, the set of functions
described by the network is only characterized by its algorithmic construction: no intensional
definition is available, making both its analysis and interpretation difficult. In particular, correctly
regularizing neural networks to avoid overfitting is still an open issue and involves various heuristics
such as dropout [40] and weight decay [13, 20]. In addition, training deep neural networks requires
some care and hyper-parameter tuning. Due to non-convexity of the objective, a stochastic gradient
descent algorithm is used to train the model, which requires several hyper-parameters to be specified
such as a learning rate or a way to initialize the model. Because optimal hyper-parameters are
dataset-dependent an exploration is necessary to achieve good results automatically without user
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interaction, sometimes resulting in a large increase of the training time.
In this paper, we adopt a hybrid approach between kernel methods and deep neural networks, by

adapting the convolutional kernel network (CKN) model originally developed in [27, 26] for image
data. Accordingly, our first contribution is to introduce a method which efficiently learns a relevant
representation of biological sequences for a learning problem at hand, while enjoying the same well-
defined Hilbert space construction as kernel methods. We show in particular how this construction
helps producing a more principled interpretation of the trained model. As a second contribution, we
show that our CKN is well suited to a faster optimization scheme. Concretely, our method dubbed
CKN-Seq achieves similar or better performance than DeepBind [1] on a transcription factor (TF)
binding prediction task, while being less sensitive to the choice of hyper-parameters. This allows us
to run all our experiments with default hyper-parameter values without user interaction or model
calibration, resulting in a significant speed-up. Finally, we propose a multitask learning scheme for
CKNs, which further improves the prediction performance against individual models.

2 Methods

In this section, we introduce our approach to prediction of transcription factor binding sites. We first
review classical supervised learning paradigms such as deep neural networks and kernel methods,
before introducing our convolutional kernel network (CKN) and its multi-task version. We conclude
this section by discussing how a trained CKN can be interpreted and visualized.

2.1 Supervised Learning

Let us consider n samples x1,x2, . . . ,xn in a set X of possibly variable-length biological sequences.
The sequences are assumed to be over an alphabet A. Each sequence xi is associated to a measure-
ment yi in Y denoting some biological property of the sequence. Y may be binary labels {−1, 1}
(e.g., whether the sequence binds a particular transcription factor or not) or R for continuous
traits (e.g., the expression of a gene). The goal of supervised learning is to use these n exam-
ples {xi, yi}i=1,...,n to build a function f : X 7→ Y which accurately predicts the label of a new,
unobserved sequence, typically by minimizing the following objective:

min
f∈F

1
n

n∑
i=1

L(yi, f(xi)) + λΩ(f), (1)

where L is a loss function measuring the fit between the true label yi and the prediction f(xi),
and Ω measures the regularity of f . F is a set of candidate functions over which the optimization
is performed. Both convolutional neural networks and kernel methods can be thought of as ways
to design this set.

Convolutional Neural Networks. In artificial neural networks, the functions in F perform
a sequence of linear and nonlinear operations that are interleaved in a multilayer fashion. More
specifically, the convolutional neural network DeepBind [1] represents the four DNA characters as
the vectors (1, 0, 0, 0), (0, 1, 0, 0), (0, 0, 1, 0), (0, 0, 0, 1), respectively, such that an input sequence x of
lengthm is represented as an R4×m matrix. DeepBind then produces an intermediate representation
obtained by one-dimensional convolution of the full sequence x with p convolution filters, followed
by a pointwise non-linear function and a max pooling operation, yielding a representation x̃ in Rp
of the sequence. A final linear prediction layer is applied to the x̃. The optimization in (1) acts on
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both the weights of this linear function and the convolution filters. DeepBind therefore amounts
to learning an optimal representation x̃ and a linear prediction function over this representation.

DeepBind additionally modifies the objective function (1) to enforce an invariance to reverse
complementation of x. The loss term is replaced by L (yi,max (f(xi), f(x̄i))) where x̄ denotes the
reverse complement of x. Using this formulation is reported to improve the prediction performance
in [1]. Other variants have been then considered, by using a fully connected layer that allows mixing
information from the two DNA strands [37], or by considering several hidden layers instead of a
single one [45]. Overall, across several variants, the performance of DeepBind with a single hidden
layer turned out to be the best on average on ChIP-seq experiments from ENCODE [45].

Kernel Methods. Similar to DeepBind, the main principle of kernel methods is to implicitly
map each training point xi to a feature space in which predictive functions are simply linear forms.
For kernel methods, these feature spaces are vector spaces of high (or even infinite) dimension.
This is achieved indirectly, by defining a kernel function K : X ×X → R which acts as a similarity
measure between input data. When the kernel function is symmetric and positive definite, a classical
result [35] states that there exists a Hilbert space F of functions from X to R, called reproducing
kernel Hilbert space (RKHS), along with a mapping ϕ : X → F , such that 〈ϕ(x), ϕ(x′)〉F =
K(x,x′) for all (x,x′) ∈ X 2. In other words, there exists a mapping of sequences into a Hilbert
space, such that the kernel between any two sequences is equal to the inner-product between the
sequences mapped into the Hilbert space. For vectorial data living already in a Euclidean or Hilbert
space, classical positive definite kernels are the Gaussian and exponential kernels, respectively
defined as K(x,x′) = e−

1
2σ2 ‖x−x′‖2

and K(x,x′) = eα〈x,x
′〉 for σ, α > 0. A large number of kernels

have also been specifically designed for biological sequences (see [6] and references therein).
In the context of supervised learning, training points xi can be mapped into ϕ(xi) in F , and it

becomes natural to look for a prediction function f in F defined as a linear form f(x) = 〈f, ϕ(x)〉F .
Conveniently, the representer theorem [33] provides that even though f may live in a space of
infinite dimension, the optimal solution f? of (1) may be parametrized by n scalar values and (1) is
equivalent to an optimization problem in Rn, which is convex if L is convex. This equivalent problem
only depends on the mapped training points ϕ(xi) through inner-products, and can therefore be
easily solved as long as the kernel evaluation is fast enough, without ever needing to explicitly
compute, store, or manipulate the ϕ(xi).

Kernel methods have several assets: (i) they are generic and can be directly applied to any type
of data – e.g., sequences or graphs – as soon as a relevant positive definite similarity measure is
available; (ii) they are underlied by well defined Hilbert spaces, making their analysis easier. In
particular, a natural regularization function Ω(f) is the squared the norm ‖f‖2F , which allow to
control the smoothness of f according to the geometry induced by the kernel.

As alluded to in the introduction, naive implementations of kernel methods lack scalability since
they require in general to manipulate the n × n kernel matrix, which is infeasible if n is large. A
typical workaround is the Nyström approximation [44, 39], which builds an explicit low dimension
mapping ψ : X → Rq for a reasonably small q, such that 〈ψ(x), ψ(x′)〉Rq ' K(x,x′).

2.2 Convolutional Kernel Networks for Sequences

We now introduce CKNs and discuss how they can lead to learning a similar representation as
DeepBind while building a hypothesis space F which is a RKHS.

Fixed, single-layer construction. CKNs implicitly build F by borrowing ingredients from
the success of convolutional neural networks, namely their ability to model the local stationarity
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Figure 1: Construction scheme of CKN-seq (left) and its multitask learning scheme (right)

of signals at multiple scales. Even though it is unclear that biological sequence have multiscale
properties, modeling local stationarity, on the other hand, turned out to be very important for
prediction. From a kernel method point of view, modeling local stationarity requires defining a
positive definite kernel K0 that operates on small local subsequences of length l, which we will
call “patch”, following image processing terminology. With K0 comes a reproducing kernel Hilbert
space H0 and a mapping ϕ0 such that every patch can be mapped to a point in H0, as illustrated
in Figure 1. The construction provides us an intermediate representation of an input biological
sequence as a sequence of points inH0, each of which carries information from a local neighborhood.
In a single-layer model, the intermediate representation is then pooled into a single point in H0,
by computing the barycenter of the patch representations in H0. We denote by Φ(x) such a
representation in H0 of a sequence x. As in classical kernel methods, we may now consider the
supervised learning formulations (1) with F = H0 and look for a prediction function f which is a
linear form: f(x) = 〈f,Φ(x)〉H0 , while the regularization function is Ω(f) = ‖f‖2H0

.
While any kernel for sequences could be used, we have focused so far on simpler choices for K0.

Following DeepBind, every character is mapped to a binary vector in R4, providing a Euclidean
structure to the patches. K0 may then be defined as the Gaussian or exponential kernel over this
representation. The main reason for this choice is that [26] defines learning algorithms that rely on
such kernels, and which can operate on large-scale data. In the future, we plan to also investigate
the use of traditional kernels for biological sequences (see, e.g., [6]).

Learning the kernel. The previous construction decouples learning from data representation,
and therefore seems to suffer from the same limitations as kernel methods. However, CKNs propose
a mechanism to circumvent this limitation based on a variant of the Nyström approximation. The
approximation consists of learning a linear subspace E0 of finite dimension p0 within the Hilbert
space H0, as illustrated on the right of Figure 1. This approximation is defined by a set of anchor
points (zi)i=1,...,p0 in R4×l: E0 := span(ϕ0(z1), . . . , ϕ0(zp0)). Every patch z –or rather, its mapping
ϕ0(z) intoH0– can then be projected into E0, yielding a representation of the patch by an Rp0 vector
ψ0(z) := K−

1
2

ZZKZ(z), where K−
1
2

ZZ is the inverse (or pseudo inverse) square root of the p0×p0 Gram
matrix [K0(zi, zj)]ij and KZ(z) = (K0(z1, z), . . . ,K0(zp0 , z))>. Indeed, [26] shows that this vector
preserves the Hilbertian inner-product in H0: 〈Π0ϕ0(z),Π0ϕ0(z′)〉H0

= 〈ψ0(z), ψ0(z′)〉Rp0 for any
z, z′ in R4×l, where Π0 denotes the orthogonal projection onto E0 (see also Appendix A). As the
projection only depends on dot products – between the mapped patch and anchor points – it can
be computed using the kernel, without explicitly mapping either point to H0. The approximation
also bears strong similarities with a convolution network: as K0(z, z′) is a function of the inner-
product 〈z, z′〉, ψ0(z) is formed by a convolution (inner-product of each patch z with an anchor
point zi) followed by a pointwise non-linearity (Gaussian kernel). In this sense, the anchor points
of the approximation play the role of convolution filters. After pooling, an input sequence x is
then also represented as a vector ψ(x) in Rp0 , corresponding to a point in E0. As a consequence,
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the optimal prediction function f can also be parametrized by a scalar vector w in Rp0 such
that f(x) = 〈w, ψ(x)〉 and Ω(f) = ‖w‖2. Finally, jointly learning w and the anchor points zi
amounts to optimizing both the optimal subspaces and prediction function. This is achieved by
stochastic optimization of (1) over (z1, . . . , zp0), at the same computational cost per iteration as
a classical convolutional neural network (see [26]). Specifically, we adopt an optimization scheme
that alternates between two steps: (a) we fix the anchor points (zi)i=1,...,p0 , compute the finite-
dimensional representation ψ(x1), . . . , ψ(xn) of all data points, and minimize (1) with respect to w
using a convex optimization solver such as [12]; (b) We fix w and update all the (zi)i=1,...,p0 using one
pass of a projected stochastic gradient descent (SGD) algorithm while fixing w. The optimization
for the reverse-complement formulation can be done in the same way except that it is no more
convex with respect to w, but we can still apply a fast optimization method such as L-BFGS [25],
which is parameter-free. We find this alternating scheme to be more efficient than using an SGD
algorithm jointly on w and the anchor points.

Multilayer construction. For simplicity, the previous construction was presented with a single
layer, but the extension to multiple layers is straightforward. Instead of reducing the intermediate
representation to a single point in H0, the pooling operation may simply reduce the sequence length
by a constant factor, in a similar way as pooling reduces image resolution in [26]. Then, the previous
process can be repeated and stacked several times, by defining a kernel K1,K2, . . . on patches from
the previous respective layer representations, along with Hilbert spaces H1,H2, . . . and mapping
ϕ1, ϕ2, . . .. When going up in the hierarchy, each point carries information from a larger sequence
neighborhood with more invariance due to the effect of pooling layers [7].

2.3 Multitask Learning

In practice, several prediction tasks can sometimes be related, in which case sharing information
across tasks can lead to better learning. For example, experiments can be conducted on the same
TF by different laboratories, possibly across the same or different cell lines. The sequence data of
the same TF may possess similar binding site patterns. Thus, it is natural to design a multitask
learning scheme [8] that can take advantage of these common predictive patterns to improve the
performance. Specifically, let us consider T tasks, which can represent T separate experiments
involving the same TF. The multitask version of our CKN-seq has a single mapping function ψ
across the different tasks, but task-specific predictors (wt)t=1,...,T , as illustrated on Figure 1. The
optimization formulation of this multitask problem can be written as

min
w1,...,wT∈Rpk ,Z

1
T

T∑
t=1

1
nt

nt∑
i=1

L(yi,t, 〈wt, ψ(xi,t)〉) + λ

2 ‖wt‖2,

where xi,t is a sequence from task t and Z represents the set of anchor points, which are shared
across tasks. Learning is achieved by alternating minimization as in the single-task model.

2.4 Model Interpretation and Visualization

In this section, we propose a kernel-based method that can provide a PWM-like representation for
each CKN-seq model, which allows to visualize models by generating corresponding sequence logos
of PWMs. Without loss of generality, let us consider our single-layer model. The learned linear
subspace E0 represents the Hilbert space in which the mapped sequences from distinct classes can
best be linearly separated. Thus, the anchor points ϕ0(zi) can be viewed as the most representative
points in H0 that best discriminate the sequences according to the labels. We propose two ways to
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associate PWMs to our anchor points. The first one is to extract the sequence patches in a validation
set of sequences which are sufficiently close to the anchor points in E0 and compute a PWM from
these patches. This approach is similar to the one used in [1] – with an additional geometric
interpretation, and requires a set of sequences to extract patches from. Another approach is to
directly identify the closest PWM by projecting in the RKHS the image of the filter into the image of
the set of PWMs. Using the kernel approximation, it amounts to solving minµ∈M ‖ψ0(µ)−ψ0(zi)‖2
for each zi, where M is the set of matrices in R4×l with every column summing to 1. We solve
this projection problem using a projected gradient descent algorithm. Thanks to the structure of
simplex, this approach induces some sparsity to the resulting PWM and yields more informative
logos. As opposed to the previous approach, it does not rely on a set of sequences.

3 Results

In this section, we empirically evaluate CKN-seq on a TF binding site prediction problem, exploiting
the same ENCODE ChIP-seq data used in [1]. We start by quantitatively comparing our model
to DeepBind in terms of area under the ROC curve (AUC) and speed, with the same network
topology used in [1] for both methods. We then show how the performances of CKN-seq can be
further improved by increasing the number of filters or using a multitask version of our model. We
also show that a two-layer CKN-seq outperforms the one-layer CKN-seq, which is not the case for
CNN [45]. Finally we show how the RKHS built by our trained model can be used to project the
anchor points into the space of PWMs, yielding a simple interpretation in terms of motifs.

3.1 Datasets and Tasks

The problem of predicting TF binding sites is a classification problem, where the inputs are DNA
sequences x1, . . . ,xn and the outputs are y1, . . . , yn in {+1,−1} indicating whether or not the
sequence binds a particular TF of interest. The positive sequences that we use come from the
ENCODE ChIP-seq datasets1 and are composed of the peaks in 506 different ENCODE ChIP-seq
experiments from Uniform Peaks of Transcription Factor ChIP-seq. The negative sequences are
generated by random dinucleotide shuffling as used in [1].

Following [1], we consider two ways of training models, differing by the number of training
sequences used. The first one called top mode consists in training models on the top 500 odd-
numbered peaks and then evaluating on the top 500 even-numbered peaks. The training can be
done very fast in this mode as there is only small quantity of data which is supposed to contain the
majority of binding site information. The other one called all mode consists in additionally using
the remaining peaks to train models. As discussed in [1], using the remaining sequences typically
leads to improved performance. Both modes are informative, shedding light on the behavior of
the method with smaller or larger sample sizes respectively. For the sake of clarity and to save
space, we restrict ourselves to the all mode experiments in this manuscript and move the top mode
experiments to the appendix – except in the multitask learning section where we think discussing
the effect of sample size is essential.

3.2 CKN-seq vs Convolutional Neural Network

We present the comparison between DeepBind and a CKN-seq with a logistic loss function L, in
terms of prediction performance and runtime. As mentioned previously, DeepBind is a single-
hidden-layer convolutional neural network. In order to make a fair comparison, we consider a

1Datasets are available at http://tools.genes.toronto.edu/deepbind/nbtcode/.
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Figure 2: Comparison between DeepBind and CKN-seq in all mode. The pink and black line in the left figure
respectively represent mean and median, the value on top is the p-value of a one-sided Wilcoxon signed-rank test.
The TF names in the middle figure are ranked by the number of experiments in our whole datasets.

single-layer CKN-seq model with 16 filters as used for DeepBind in [1]. The filter size determines
the length of the motifs learned by the network. As pointed out in [41], TF binding sites are
typically 10 nt and we find indeed that models with filter size equal to 12 generally provide better
performances. DeepBind uses longer filters of length 24, except for the RAD21, ZNF274, ZNH143
et SIX5 datasets where they use filters of length 32. In practice, DeepBind models learn longer
patterns, part of which are the actual motif while the rest is noise. We will show later that our
choice can lead to more informative sequence logos than DeepBind. In all our experiments, we
use the Gaussian variant of the homogeneous dot-product kernel as detailed in the Appendix. As
discussed in [29], the σ in our kernel can be interpreted as the tolerance of the mismatches in the
patches and defines a neighborhood of mismatches in the RKHS H0. We fix this parameter to 0.3,
according to a study of hyper-parameters described in Appendix C.2. Finally, the regularization
parameter λ is fixed as 0.1 times the reciprocal of the number of training sequences.

We use the AUC to measure the prediction performance. To train CKN-seq, we split one quarter
of the training data as validation data. We initialize the model using the unsupervised method
presented in the appendix. We use the Adam algorithm [17] to update filters (fixing the weights of
the logistic model) and L-BFGS algorithm[47] to optimize the logistic model, fixing the filter. The
Adam optimizer starts with a learning rate equal to 0.1 and decrease by a factor of 2 when there
is no decrease of validation loss since 4 epochs.

Prediction performance comparison. Figure 2 compares the AUCs obtained using our CKN-
seq to the AUCs reported in [1] over the same datasets. The average ROC AUC score of CKN-seq
on the total 506 experiments dominates the average score obtained by DeepBind. More precisely,
CKN-seq generally outperforms DeepBind on the most difficult tasks, as illustrated on the right
panel of Figure 2, where CKN-seq substantially improves the performance on the datasets where
DeepBind shows poor performance.

Runtime comparison. As we observed that CKN-seq models are much less sensitive to hyper-
parameters, they do not require an exhaustive calibrations step like DeepBind. In order to quantify
the corresponding gain in speed, we measure the runtime of 30 experiments in top and all mode
with CKN-seq and DeepBind on a Geforce GTX Titan Black, and report the results in Table 1.
Training a CKN-seq model is about 25 times faster than a DeepBind model in all mode, and 70
times faster in top mode. Importantly, the DeepBind runtimes in Table 1 were obtained using the
default 30 calibrations from the software package of [1], while the AUCs used in Figure 2 are the
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DeepBind top CKN-seq top DeepBind all CKN-seq all

Runtime (min) 55.8± 0.5 0.8± 0.2 72.0± 1.0 2.9± 2.3

Table 1: Average runtime of training a model on one dataset for DeepBind and CKN-seq in top and all modes.

Figure 3: Comparison between CKN-seq with 16 filters and with 128 filters (left) and between one-layer and two-layer
CKN-seq (right) for the all mode

ones reported in the same paper. In our experiments, obtaining these AUCs sometimes requires
more than the default 30 calibrations, so that the average runtime would be even longer if one
wanted to reproduce accurately the results displayed in Figure 2.

3.3 Influence of the Number of Filters

We increase the number of filters up to 128 and keep the other hyper-parameters unchanged except
for the regularization parameter which we double. We present the results in the left panel of
Figure 3, and observe that the CKN-seq-128 outperforms CKN-seq-16 on almost all the datasets,
which is consistent with observations made for extensions of DeepBind in the literature [45]

We empirically observe that when parameterized with too many filters, some of them are learned
by CKN-seq such that their feature representation in H0 is orthogonal to the image of ψ restricted
to the set of motifs M. We also observe that the representation of these patches have small
coefficients at the positions corresponding to these anchor points and have therefore little impact
on the final prediction. This is a possible explanation for the lack of overfitting incurred when
increasing the number of filters. We further discuss this aspect in section 3.6 when we try searching
the pre-images of some anchor points in M.

3.4 Benefits of Multitask Learning

To assess the benefit of multitask learning, we group all the datasets of ENCODE ChIP-seq cor-
responding to the same TF and cell line, train our multitask CKN-seq model on these datasets
and respectively compare the results to that obtained by a single-task model. We use the same
hyper-parameters as used in the single-task model, and present the results in Figure 4 for top
and all modes. In top mode, the multitask CKN-seq outperforms its single task counterpart on
almost all the datasets, while the gain is more limited in all mode. This result is expected: sharing
data across tasks helps significantly when the amount of data available for each task is limited –
otherwise it may even add noise, as the shared data can be less specific.
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Figure 4: Comparison between single-task CKN-seq and multi-task CKN-seq for the top mode (left) and all mode
(right). Note that the involved datasets are only those having common TF and cell line

3.5 Multilayer CKN-seq

As discussed in [45], increasing the number of hidden layers in CNNs for biological sequences like
DeepBind does not improve the prediction performances. By constrast, we show here that a two-
layer CKN-seq may lead to higher AUCs when there is sufficient data. We use patch sizes of 12
and 3 for the first and second convolution layer respectively, number of filters equal to 64 and 16,
and σ equal to 0.3 and 0.6. The results are presented in the right panel of Figure 3. As expected,
the datasets on which the two-layer model performs worse than the one-layer counterpart generally
have fewer training samples. With two layers, richer descriptors can be learned, which are however
harder to interpret. When extending to even deeper models, CKN-seq may potentially capture
co-motifs [38] although training deeper models is more difficult and requires large amounts of data.
We intend to validate this on simulated data in the future.

3.6 Model Interpretation and Visualization

In this section, we study the ability of trained CKN-seq models to capture motifs and generate
informative sequence logos. We consider here the single-layer CKN-seq models trained with the
same hyper-parameters as presented in section 3.2, and use the second approach presented in section
2.4, i.e., solving minµ∈M ‖ψ0(µ)− ψ0(zi)‖2 with a projected gradient descent method.

As discussed in 3.3, we observed that for some anchor points ψ0(zi) is orthogonal to the image
of M by ψ0. In this case arg minµ∈M ‖ψ0(µ) − ψ0(zi)‖2 = arg minµ∈M ‖ψ0(µ)‖2 becomes a non-
informative all 0.25 matrix regardless of zi. The corresponding filters obtained weights with small
absolute value in the prediction function. Both observations provide us a way for removing non-
informative filters, by (i) taking away the filters that don’t have any elements ofM in their mismatch
neighborhood and (ii) filtering out anchor points with small weights in the prediction function (we
use a threshold of 0.05‖w‖∞). We do not apply such a filter on the weights of DeepBind: since
their motifs are built from validation sequences, they cannot be non-informative by construction.

We present the results in Figure 5. The average information content of DeepBind is obviously
dominated by that of CKN-seq (left panel), although CKN-seq has larger variance as it doesn’t
use any sequence for validation and sometimes converges to non-existent motifs. Accordingly,
the logos generated by CKN-seq are visually cleaner than the ones produced by the DeepBind
representation, and we observe that they are also more informative than the ones proposed in the
Factorbook database which was built on the same datasets [43]. This is illustrated on Figure 5a
with the cAMP response element recovered by all three methods for ATF1, indeed known to
bind to this element and validated in the curated Jaspar database [28]. This is also the case
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(a) ATF1 K562
(b) ATF2 GM12878

Figure 5: Comparison of sequence logos between CKN-seq, DeepBind and Factorbook. Left: information content
as measured in bits for the constructed PWMs. Middle: the same motif recovered by CKN-seq, DeepBind and
Factorbook for ATF1; Right: motifs recovered CKN-seq (left), DeepBind (right top) and Factorbook (right bottom)
for ATF2.

on Figure 5b with the same motif recovered for ATF2 by CKN-seq and Factorbook, along with
another one recovered by CKN-seq and DeepBind. In addition as illustrated in the latter example,
CKN-seq can sometimes capture motifs which were not recovered by DeepBind but were present
in Factorbook. Like ATF1, ATF2 is known to bind to the cAMP response element. The motif
recovered by CKN-seq and DeepBind but absent from Factorbook is not a known binder of ATF2,
but is similar to other motifs described in Jaspar as binding other transcription factors in Human
(SPI1, SPIB and NFATC2).

4 Discussion

We presented a CKN for biological sequences, and showed that it outperformed convolutional neural
networks on a TF binding prediction task while being much faster to train. We also discussed how
the CKN could be further improved by increasing the number of filters, the number of layers or
by using a multitask scheme, and how its relying on a well defined function space could be used
to produce a good interpretation of the trained model. We plan to validate more systematically
the ability of our method to produce meaningful features by resorting to simulated sequences with
known motifs and comparing to more methods [21, 36]. The fact that CKNs retain the ability of
CNNs to learn feature spaces from large training sets of data – and actually can be interpreted as
a particular form of CNNs – while enjoying an RKHS structure has other uncharted applications
which we would like to explore in the future. First, it will allow us to leverage the existing literature
on kernels for biological sequences for the first layer, capturing other aspects than sequence motifs.
More generally, it makes it straightforward to build models for non-vector objects such as graphs,
taking as input molecules or protein structures. Finally, it paves the way for making deep networks
amenable to statistical analysis, in particular to hypothesis testing. This important step would be
complementary to the interpretability aspect, and necessary to make deep networks a powerful tool
for molecular biology beyond black box prediction.
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Appendices
A Construction Details of CKN-seq
In Sections A.1 and A.2, we present mathematical details underlying the convolutional kernel network model.
In Section A.3, we discuss the interpretation of the σ parameter of the Gaussian kernel.

A.1 Choice of basic kernel K0

We choose the homogeneous dot-product kernel introduced by [26] for all our experiments. Specifically, K0
is defined, for any non-zero vectors z, z′ in R4×l, by

K0(z, z′) = ‖z‖‖z′‖κ0

(
〈z, z′〉
‖z‖‖z′‖

)
, with κ0(1) = 1, (2)

and K0(z, z′) = 0 otherwise. Here κ0 is smooth and admits a Taylor expansion with non-negative coefficients
to ensure the positive definiteness of K0. In particular, we focus on the Gaussian kernel defined on the unit
sphere: for all unit vectors z, z′

κ0(〈z, z′〉) := e
1
σ2 (〈z,z′〉−1) = e−

1
2σ2 ‖z−z′‖2

.

A.2 Nyström Approximation for ϕ0

Let us consider a patch z ∈ R4×l. The orthogonal projection ϕ0(z) onto the the finite-dimensional subspace
E0 := span(ϕ0(z1), . . . , ϕ0(zp0)), where the zi are anchor points with unit norms in R4×l called filters, is
given by

Πkϕ0(z) =
p0∑

i=1
αiϕ0(zi) with α ∈ arg min

β∈Rp0

∥∥∥∥∥
p0∑

i=1
βiϕ0(zi)− ϕ0(z)

∥∥∥∥∥
2

, (3)

which leads to solution
α = K−1

ZZKZ(z),

where K−1
ZZ is the inverse (or pseudo inverse) of the p0 × p0 Gram matrix [K0(zi, zj)]ij and KZ(z) =

(K0(z1, z), . . . ,Kk(zp0 , z))>. Then the projected vector Πkϕ0(z) admits a natural parametrization

ψ0(z) := K−1/2
ZZ KZ(z) ∈ Rp0 ,

in the sense that this p0-dimensional vector preserves the Hilbertian inner-product in H0

〈Πkϕ0(z),Πkϕ0(z′)〉H0
=

p0∑
i,j=1

αiα
′
j 〈ϕ0(zi), ϕ0(zj)〉H0

= α>KZZα′ = 〈ψ0(z), ψ0(z′)〉,

for any z, z′ in R4×l.
In particular, the approximation for the homogeneous dot-product kernel is given by

ψ0(z) = ‖z‖κ0(Z>0 Z0)−1/2κ0

(
Z>0 z
‖z‖

)
if z 6= 0 and 0 otherwise, (4)

where Z0 = (z1, . . . , zp0) and κ0 is, by abuse of notation, applied point-wise to its arguments.

A.3 Mismatch Neighborhood for Filters in the Case of Gaussian Kernel
Without loss of generality, let us consider the single-layer model and a point z in R4×l. For unit-norm vectors,
the Gaussian homogeneous dot-product kernel is the same as the Gaussian kernel, which we consider in this
section. Our objective is to quantify a neighborhood around z such that the image of this neighborhood is
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still a neighborhood of ϕ0(z) in H0. More precisely, let us consider a ball B centered at z with radius R and
a random variable U uniformly distributed in B. We now want to find a radius R such that the accumulated
similarity in the neighborhood B dominates the whole similarity, i.e.,

E[K0(U, z)]∫
K0(x, z)dx

≥ τ, (5)

where τ is the percentile that we target. The left term can be simplified as

E[K0(U, z)]∫
K0(x, z)dx

=
∫

u∈B
q(x)dx = P

[
‖X − z‖2/σ2 < R2] ,

with q the density function of a normal distribution N (z, σ2I) and X is a random variable following this
distribution. This term is the cumulative distribution function of a Chi-square distribution, which leads to

R2 ≤ F−1(τ, df(z)), (6)

where F−1 is the inverse of cumulative distribution function of a Chi-square and df denote the degree of
freedom.

Let us now return to our homogeneous Gaussian dot-product kernel and consider an anchor point zi in
R4×l which has unit norm. Observing that for any x ∈ R4×l

K0(x, zi) = ‖x‖e
1

2σ2 (〈x,z〉−1) = ‖x‖e
1

2σ2 (〈(Z>0 Z0)−
1
2 Z>0 x,(Z>0 Z0)−

1
2 Z>0 zi〉−1)

allows us to reduce the degree of freedom to the number of filters minus one since the norm of zi is unitary.
By consequence, R ≤ F−1(τ, df(z)) ≤ F−1(τ, p0 − 1) and the confidence radius is F−1(τ, p0 − 1).

B Optimization and Implementation Details
B.1 Choice of Hyper-Parameters
We detail here the choice of optimization hyper-parameters used in our experiments, including patch size l,
σ in the homogeneous Gaussian dot-product kernel and regularization parameter λ.

Choice of patch size l. The patch size l determines the length of motifs learned by the network. In
order to have an automatic choice without any prior information about the motif, one can carry out cross-
validations or single validation via the loss on the validation set. Nevertheless, in our experiments we chose
a fixed value l = 12 for all datasets in order to make a fair comparisons with DeepBind whose patch size is
not cross-validated.

Choice of σ. This value determines the diameter of the mismatch neighborhood and therefore related
to the tolerance to mismatches. We found the optimal value of σ to be quite consistent across different
datasets. One can just fix this value or validate in top mode and then keep it fixed when using all the data
(mode all). The value we choose in experiments is 0.3 at first layer and 0.6 for the higher layers.

Choice of regularization parameter λ. In practice, CKN-seq models are not very sensitive to this
parameter above a certain threshold, as long as enough data is available. However, when data is scarce, the
choice of this parameter is more subtle and may need to be selected by cross validation. In our experiments,
we always kept to 0.1 times the reciprocal of the number of training data in order to make fair comparisons
(the corresponding regularization parameter in deep learning model is called “weight decay”, and is typically
not cross-validated).
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Figure 6: Comparison between DeepBind and CKN-seq for top mode: DeepBind vs CKN-seq with average pooling
(left) and DeepBind vs CKN-seq with max pooling (right)

B.2 Initialization with the Unsupervised CKNs
Besides the supervised setting that we presented in section 2, CKNs can also be trained in an unsupervised
way. In this case, the anchor points are obtained by running a K-means clustering algorithm on the set of
patches, which can be randomly subsampled from the training sequences (see [26]). The number of filters
corresponds to the number of clusters. This method usually provides similar performance to supervised
learning method but with a very large number of filters, making interpretation more difficult. In practice, we
use this way to initialize the filters for supervised learning. The main advantage of this initialization procedure
is to be parameter-free. In contrast, convolutional neural networks are typically initialized with random
weights, but require several hyper-parameters to be specified regarding the chosen random distribution.

C Additional Experiments
We now present results obtained on additional experiments.

C.1 Results for the Top Mode
Although the top mode performance is generally lower than the all mode performance, it is still interesting to
understand the behavior of CKN-seq when few training samples are available. Analogous to the comparisons
conducted for for the all mode, we present here the performance comparison between CKN-seq and DeepBind,
the influence of the number of filters and the performance of multilayer CKN-seq. All the settings are kept
the same as for mode all.

CKN-seq vs convolutional neural networks. We show the performance comparison between
CKN-seq and DeepBind on the left panel of Figure 6. However, CKN-seq only performs slightly better
than DeepBind in terms of mean AUC and even worse for median. As observed in the all mode, CKN-seq
generally outperforms DeepBind on more difficult task, while DeepBind performs as well as CKN-seq on
easy tasks, such as the datasets for CTCF. On the other hand, we found that a maximum (max) pooling as
used in DeepBind, for aggregating patch representations into global representations, is helpful for the easier
tasks in top mode. This is shown in the right panel of Figure 6. A typical interpretation for max pooling is
that it can be viewed as the vector whose inner-product with each patch representation in H0 is constant,
as described in [30] in the case of binary vectors. On ENCODE ChIP-seq datasets, we found max pooling
usually gives better results in top mode while average pooling is better in all mode. A possible explanation
is that when we do not have enough samples, we may learn filters corresponding to motifs but not precisely.
Consequently, an average pooling scatters the contributions of patches to the motifs and thus confuses the
classifier while a max pooling retains the maximal contribution of patches to the motifs. This is not true
anymore when we have enough data to learn the filters corresponding to the exact motifs.
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Figure 7: Comparison between CKN-seq with 16 filters and with 128 filters in top mode (left) and comparison between
one-layer CKN-seq and two-layer CKN-seq in top mode (right)

Figure 8: The impact of the choice of hyper-parameters on prediction performance in top mode: influence of patch
size l while fixing σ = 0.3 (left) and influence of kernel parameter σ while fixing patch size l = 12 (right)

Influence of the number of filters. We obtain similar behaviors to all mode when increasing the
number of filters, as shown in the left panel of Figure 7.

Multilayer CKN-seq. Similar results are obtained here in the right panel of Figure 7.

C.2 Study of Hyper-Parameters
As the behavior is similar in all mode, we show here the impact of the value of σ and patch size on prediction
performance in top mode in Figure 8.
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